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	6.1. Hidden Instance Members
What happens if both the superclass and subclass define a variable or method with the same name? Don’t worry; we can still access both of them. However, we must make our intent clear to Java, by prefixing the variable or method with the keywords this or super. The this keyword refe…
	6.2. Hidden Static Members
What happens when our base class and subclasses define static variables and methods with the same name? Can we access a staticmember from the base class, in the derived class, the way we do for the instance variables? Let’s find out using an example: No, we can’t. The static mem…
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Java is a high-level, class-based, object-oriented programming language that is designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible. It is a general-purpose programmin…New content will be added above the current area of focus upon selection

Java is a high-level, class-based, object-oriented programming language that is designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible. It is a general-purpose programming language intended to let programmers write once, run anywhere, meaning that compiled Java code can run on all platforms that support Java without the need to recompile. Java applications are typically compiled to bytecode that can run on any Java virtual machine regardless of the underlying computer architecture. The syntax of Java is similar to C and C++, but has fewer low-level facilities than either of them. The Java runtime provides dynamic capabilities that are typically not available in traditional compiled languages. As of 2019, Java was one of the most popular programming languages in use according to GitHub, particularly for client–server web applications, with a reported 9 million developers.
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ParadigmMulti-paradigm: generic, object-oriented (class-based), functional, imperative, reflective, concurrent



Designed byJames Gosling



DeveloperOracle Corporation



First appearedMay 23, 1995



Typing disciplineStatic, strong, safe, nominative, manifest



Memory managementAutomatic garbage collection



Filename extensions.java, .class, .jar, .jmod
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Java has close to 9 million developers worldwide. From laptops and PCs to gaming consoles and supercomputers, the aroma of Java permeates just about everywhere.
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Java forms the foundation for developing and delivery of embedded and mobile applications and java game programming as well as Web content and enterprise software.




Java is easy to learn, and its syntax is simple and easy to understand. It is based on C++ (so easier for programmers who know C++). The process of Java programming can be simplified in three steps:
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Java is fast, reliable, and secure. Java is used in every nook and corner from desktop to web applications, scientific supercomputers to gaming consoles, cell phones to the Internet.




You can also download and install the latest version of Java to update. Before installing the Java latest version, ensure that you have uninstalled an older version. Otherwise, it may create problems
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Java often uses your web browser to access websites, and your web browser is the most vulnerable attack surface for hackers. Therefore, not updating Java religiously is playing with fire.
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